Dear Editor:

Throughout history, the right to education has been a determining and unquestionably necessary factor for the improvement of people; however, as a socio-political process, it has not been free of adversities. In this sense, for more than six decades, Colombia has lived in the context of an internal armed conflict. Thousands of men, women, and children of different ages and cultural origins have seen their right to access to education restricted since -in order to flee from the violence that threatens their lives- they have had to leave the schools where they usually developed their educational process (Castiblanco-Castro, 2020).

Under the above, it is correct to state that the aftermath of an armed conflict is not only manifested by death on the battlefield; there are other consequences or forms of expression of violence that affect people’s welfare and quality of life. Thus, armed actors use different ways to achieve their objective, ranging from confrontations, the interruption or manipulation of educational services, to the use of schools as military targets or trenches (Cortés-Salcedo et al., 2016).
As expected, such actions fall mainly on school-age children and adolescents robbed of the opportunity to enjoy the fulfillment of their rights. Likewise, children witness how their ability to overcome poverty, the possibility of moving up in society, and their ability to obtain a better income are significantly diminished.

It is estimated that in Colombia, there are more than 5 million people displaced from their territories due to the internal conflict, and approximately 48% of this displaced population are children and young people who continue to live in areas where the conflict persists. In several country regions, more than 30% of the out-of-school population are displaced children and young people. Many of them lose interest in education and think that going back to school is not essential for their future. In addition, many of these children are forcibly recruited by illegal armed groups and end up as instruments of war.

In a context in which the parents of these children are displaced by violence and lack employment, it is the children and teenagers who generally work to meet their own basic needs and economically support their families. For these children, studying and working simultaneously is not a feasible option, and education often does not take into account the context and culture from which they come (Pitre-Redondo et al., 2022). On the other hand, those who remain in conflict zones sometimes find an alternative to get money, food, and protection in illegal armed groups and end up involved in illicit activities (Alarcón-Palacio, 2019).

Some indicators reveal that illegal groups such as FARC, AUC, and ELN have recruited at least 4,737 minors into their ranks who have had to interrupt their school process. For its part, the Colombian Institute of Family Welfare (ICBF for its acronym in Spanish) reported that between 1999 and 2015, it attended to 5,850 minors who were victims of the same crime. However, it should be clarified that not only the war has been the cause of the absence of Colombian children in schools; the gap between children and young people living in the city and those living in the countryside is one of the main structural problems (Gómez, 2017).

War and forced displacement in the country are reconfiguring the cultural geography and social dynamics, with indigenous and Afro-Colombian populations being the most affected (Cano-López & Lozano Mayo, 2021). The cultural uprooting to which these populations are subjected accelerates the loss of ancestral knowledge, and children and young people are forced to deal at school with the rejection produced by the imaginaries and representations constructed by their displaced status. In this sense, children are sometimes labeled as “weirdos”, “those with a different language,” or “the displaced ones”, which increases the emotional and psychological burden of being forced to leave their homes (Alban Achinte, 2012).
Undoubtedly, the Ministry of National Education and other governmental and non-governmental humanitarian aid organizations have made efforts to address the educational problems caused by the violence, expanding coverage, improving infrastructure, and stimulating the quality of service in those areas of the country considered vulnerable. However, teachers working in areas that have suffered the ravages of war, we observe with caution how the country is going through a process of “peace consolidation” and the beginning of the “post-conflict” since we are witnesses of how the illegal groups still control certain territories and exert their influence over the communities.

Likewise, regarding the work published by Mosquera Mosquera and Rodríguez Lozano (2020) in volume 11, number 1 of the Revista Colombiana de Ciencias Sociales on armed conflict and school, we agree with the authors in the sense that the Colombian state must redouble its efforts to promote memory policies in the educational context in order to create peace awareness in students. However, in a country where illegal armed groups still threaten teaching practice and where talking about peace becomes a risky activity, questioning the school or the educational community for not creating spaces to address the issue–as the authors do in another part of the document–is not the most pertinent thing to do.

With this in mind, we suggest that the authors evaluate the difficulties or restrictions that teachers working in “post-conflict” areas have to speak freely about peace and the social determinants that perpetuate war: drug trafficking, corruption, and forced displacement (Alexander-Monroy et al., 2021; Cortés-Salcedo et al., 2016). Although the absence of remembrance policies in the Colombian educational context increases the historical debt with the student population, it is necessary to consider that teachers’ fear of reprisals is a determining factor that does little to help in the materialization and implementation of such policies. The lack of spaces in the school for open dialogue on peace issues should not be seen as a lack of will in the educational community; probably, in some cases, it is a matter of survival.

Education and peace are interrelated and interdependent realities in the lives of children in our country. Both have diverse meanings and implications in both the individual and collective fields, and both are tasks always under construction (Barrios Andrade, 2021). Concerning the above, we consider that peace and education will only be achieved to the extent that priority is given to the conflict’s structural causes, which are closely linked to security and human development. In this sense, we urge the Colombian state to increase efforts to guarantee equity, health, life expectancy, and education for the children and adolescents of the country in order to be able to talk about and build true peace.
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